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Sword and shield event cancelled

Pele of Brazil celebrates with teammate Jairzinho at the 1970 FIFA World Cup in Mexico. Photo: VCGIf you were to ask a lot of people who were the greatest football team to play the game, there's one name to come, even if it's been five decades this summer since their crown performance. Many people weren't around to see Brazil lift
the 1970 FIFA World Cup, but the legend lives on, perhaps reinvigorated by the half-centenary of their triumph or so likely because FIFA raided the archives during the coronavirus lockdown to relive classic World Cup matches. For that 1970 team, it was probably every one of their games in Mexico. Their 22-man squad was selected from
domestic sides and featured some of the team recalling their most first World Cup in Sweden in 1958 and then again in 1962 in Chile.One of those was coach Mario Zagallo, who played as a left wing in both tournaments. He has only played 33 times for Brazil, but he has won the World Cup twice during that. He scored the fourth, set up
Pele for the fifth in the final against hosts Sweden in 1958, when Brazil came from behind to win their first World Cup. Iconic starsHaving hung up his boots, he was in already his second stint in charge of the national team by June 1970, even if he was only given the job 75 days before the World Cup. Another was his star forward, Pele.
The iconic No.10 was a teenager in Sweden when he announced himself to the world and more than a decade later he was the biggest name in the game as the world focused on Mexico.While 29-year-old Pele was the only one of the team to wear the No.10 on the back of his famous yellow shirt at the tournament , the first time many
had seen the World Cup on colored television, he wasn't the only No.10 in the squad. Zagallo had five and he played them all in the starting lineup. Perhaps a legacy starts from him as a No.10 himself before moving to the left wing after transferring to Rio giants Flamengo from the US in 1950. I started out as a No.10 at America. When I
moved to Flamengo in 1950 and thought about playing in the World Cup one day, I decided to become a winger. That's when my career took off, Zagallo told fifa.com on the anniversary of his team's greatest day — mentioning that he was watching the 1950 final at the Maracana when Brazil famously lost to Uruguay in a game that would
become known as the Marcanazao working as security. Zagallo stuck to his guns when they went to Mexico, both in terms of formation and in principles. I won two World Cups by a 4-3-3, Zagallo fifa.com. When I took over the Selecao, I had it in my head that's what I was going to do. The changes I made was to move Piazza to play as a
centre-back, bring Clodoaldo into the team and manage all those No.10s: Rivellino, Tostao, Pele, Jairzinho and Gerson. They said it would impossible, in such a short time, to let them all gel, but we won the World Cup. Pele was the star of the show, involved in 14 of the team's 19 goals in Mexico and it started from their opener against
Czechoslovakia in Guadalajara. He scored the team's second, putting them 2-1 ahead of a Gerson pass and then trying to score from halfway with the ball just missing Ivo Viktor's goal. The Selecao would go on to win 4-1 and move to the top of the group. That iconic moment was overshadowed by another in the next match against world
champions England. Gordon Banks made it from a Pele header before santos player Jairzinho set up for the winner. Pele then scored twice against Romania in a 3-2 victory before scoring to the quarter-finals and neighbours Peru.Pele tostao for Brazil's third in a 4-2 win, with their old foe Uruguay waiting in the semifinals - the first time
the nations have met since Uruguay hit the World Cup in Rio about two decades earlier. Pele gave the ball to Rivelino to put Brazil ahead 3-1 and then nearly scored after rounding the keeper by stepping over the ball on a pass from Tostao - another of what looks like a career-defining moment from Pele who all came in Mexico in a few
weeks. Nor did he stand in the final, where Brazil faced Italy. Pele scored the opener and then set up Jairzinho and defender Carlos Alberto for goals, the latter perhaps the one living the longest in memory with the captain firing the Adidas Telstar football in past Italian goalkeeper Enrico Albertosi. All seven of Brazil's scorers at the World
Cup were involved in that last goal and five of them were Zagallo's No.10s.While Germany's Gerd Mueller scored at the tournament with 10 goals, Jairzinho scored seven goals, Pele scored four, Rivelino scored three, Tostao twice and scored Gerson once. Best of the best So which of his 1970s stars did Zagallo rate as the best? Oooh,
it's really hard, he fifa.com. Jairzinho was exceptional at that World Cup. But you have to name Pele, Tostao, Rivellino, Clodoaldo, Gerson. Gerson was the best No.10, the best midfielder I've seen in my life. Only Clodoaldo, who scored the equaliser after Uruguay went 1-0 up in the semifinal, was not a natural No.10 — though he showed
the skill of being one as he raligned past four Italians in the build-up to Carlos Alberto's goal. Neither the world nor the World Cup saw anything like Zagallo's 1970 squad. Not even the 1994 team, which won Zagallo its fourth World Cup as assistant manager, nor the fifth win Japan and South Korea in 2002.Newspaper headline: The top
10s Year Host Champion Runner-up Third Place Teams Matches Played Goals Scored Avg Goals per Game 2018 Russia France Croatia Belgium 32 64 169 2.6 2014 Brazil Germany Argentina Netherlands 32 64 171 2.7 2010 South Africa Spain Netherlands Germany 32 32 32 145 2.3 2006 Germany Italy France Germany 32 64 147 2.3
2002 South Korea, Japan Brazil Germany Turkey 32 64 161 2.5 1998 France France Brazil Croatia 32 64 171 2.7 1994 United States Brazil Italy Sweden 24 52 141 2.7 1990 Italy Western Germany Argentina 115 2.2. 1986 Mexico Argentina West Germany France 24 52 132 2.5 1982 Spain West Germany Poland 24 52 146 2.8 1978
Argentina Argentina Netherlands Brazil 16 38 102 2.7 1974 West Germany West Germany Netherlands Poland 38 97 2.6 1970 Mexico Brazil Italy West Germany 16 32 95 3.0 1966 England England West Germany Portugal 16 32 89 2.8 1962 Chile Brazil Czechoslovakia Chile 16 89 2.8 1962 Chile Brazil Czechoslovakia Chile 16 89 2.8
1962 Chile Brazil Czechoslovakia Chile 16 89 2.8 1962 Chile Brazil Czechoslovakia Chile 16 Sweden Brazil Sweden Sweden France 16 35 126 3.3.6 1954 Switzerland West Germany Hungary Austria 16 26 140 5.4 1950 Brazil Uruguay Brazil Sweden 13 22 88 4.0 1938 France Italy Hungary Brazil 15 18 84 19 Czechoslovakia Germany
16 17 70 4.1 1930 Uruguay Uruguay Argentina United States 13 16 70 3.6 Home &gt; Events &gt; Football &gt; Football World Cup &gt; Countries &gt; Brazil brazil is an exciting powerhouse team in world football. They are the only country to have appeared in every last tournament - 21 from 1930 to 2018. In this they won the FIFA World
Cup on five occasions: 1958, 1962, 1970, 1994 and 2002. They reached the World Cup final seven times - beaten only by Germany who did so 8 times. In 2014, the host team Brazil were baptized 7-1 in the semi-final by Germany, then knocked out in 4th place by the Netherlands. Brazil were among the 13 teams in the first World Cup in
1930. Brazil's Valdemar de Brito became the first player to miss a penalty in World Cup finals in 1934. De Brito missed the penalty in Brazil's 3-1 loss to Spain on May 27, 1934. It was Brazil's only game in the 1934 final, and the only final in which Brazil won no contest. He later amended his reputation when he discovered and nurtured
Pele. Brazilian playmaker Leonidas, the top scorer of World Cup 1938, had a job as a private eye. At the start of a 1938 final against Poland, Brazilian playmaker Leonidas took off his boots because he wanted to play barefoot in the muddy pitch. The referee immediately ordered Leonidas to put his boots back on, and Leonidas went on to
score 4 goals in that game, finishing top scorer of the 1938 tournament with 8 goals in 4 games. Brazilian playmaker Leonidas was left out of the squad for the 1938 semi-final against Italy when Brazilian coach Leonidas looked to save for the Finals. This was, of course, a decided when Brazil unexpectedly lost 2-1 to Italy in the match.
Ironically, in the third-place game two days later, Leonidas scored two goals and helped Brazil to a 4-2 win over Sweden. Brazil also hold the attendance record for their defeat to Uruguay in front of 200,000 spectators on home bottom in 1950. Brazil won their first FIFA World Cup title in 1958 Sweden with a team that included a 17-year-
old legend-in-the-making named Pelé. During this tournament he became the youngest player in World Cup history to score a goal when he scored against Wales. He was just 17 years and 239 days old then. The Brazilian executives of 1954 (Zeze) and those from 1962 (Aimore Moreira) were the only brothers running the same nation in
World Cup finals. Brazilian player Garrincha suffered from infantile paralysis as a baby. The surgery that enabled him to walk left him with a distorted leg, but he grew up to become a speedy winger nicknamed 'The Little Bird'. He won the World Cup in 1958 and 1962. He died of alcohol poisoning in 1983 at the age of 49. Brazilian
playmaker Rivelino collapsed after beating Italy under the weight of the celebrations of Brazilian fans in the 1970 final and had to be carried away on a stretcher. After the Jules Rimet Trophy was paraded by the Brazilian players after the 1970 final, the top of the trophy disappeared. Brazilian reserve Davio retrieved the valuable gold on
top of a young spectator at the stadium exit. As a result, the new trophy is designed to have no top! Brazilian playmaker Tostao gives his 1970 World Cup winners medal to his surgeon. Tostao wanted to undaute his gratitute to the American surgeon who performed two surgeries on his eye before the 1970 final. Ronaldo changed his
hairstyle after Brazil beat England in the 2002 quarter-finals to look more different from his team-mate Roberto Carlos. He wanted a new look because his son Ronald mistakenly recognized Roberto Carlos as Ronaldo - their toddler son kissed the TV screen and shouted 'daddy' when Roberto Carlos appeared on TV during the quarter-
finals. Despite winning the FIFA World Cup in 2002, Brazil still had to qualify for the 2006 tournament as the rules changed from previously where the winner of the World Cup automatically qualified for the next tournament. Brazil hosted the World Cup in 2014. Share: Facebook Twitter Related Pages have any comments, suggestions or
fixes? Please let us know. Know.
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